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(e) The ride, lines 57-110.
(d) The conclusion, lines 111-130.
4. Make a thorough study of each division.
(a)	Determine how it should be divided for
the purpose of enabling the pupils
to see the pictures brought out and
to understand the thought expressed.
(b)	Become familiar with all allusions and
terms which the pupils will not read-
ily understand; as belfry arch, line
8; Middlesex, line 13; and muffled
oar, line 15.
(c)	Select the rhetorical figures, and be
prepared to explain those that the
pupils may not understand; as
across the moon like a prison bar,
line 21; eager ears, line 25; night
encampment, line 43; and like a
sentinel's tread, line 45.
(d)	Be sure  that  you   comprehend  the
thought in the author's comments
which he now and then introduces
into the story, For instance, what
does he mean by the line, "The fate
of a nation was riding that night"?
How will you explain the following
lines f
"And the spark struck out by that
steed, in his flight
Kindled the land into flame with
its heat."
The last twelve lines of the poem
will require special study for the
purpose of determining their mean-
ing.
Presentation. 1. The General Idea. Pu-
pils sufficiently mature to study this poem to
advantage are able to read it through to
themselves, and in this, ix> get a general idea
of it This should be the first step.
2. The Setting. The setting includes the
time, place, conditions and persons engaged.
The time is at the "breaking out of the Eevo-
lutionary War, and the pupils must become
enthusiastic over the colonists' struggle for
liberty if they are properly to appreciate the
poem. The geography of the locality should
be studied as already indicated. The condi-
tions in and about Boston must be realized.
Pupils should "be led to see the effect upon the
citizens of Boston of the presence of a British
army in their midst. They should also realize
the meaning underlying the colonists' deter-
mination to resist by force of arms, if neces-
sary, any farther encroachment on the part
of tie British. Persons in the poem in whom
 we are directly interested are Paul Eevere
and his friend. Kevere was a silversmith and
a patriot, and was active in resisting the en-
croachment of the British. We do not know
the friend's name.
3. Answer satisfactorily to yourself the
following questions:
Why was it necessary for Revere to know
by which route the British marched?
How long a ride did Revere take?
In what part of Boston was the Old North
Church?
Is it still standing?
Answers to these and similar questions,
which occur to any teacher, show something
of the knowledge necessary to give the poem
a suitable setting.
A knowledge of the facts mentioned is es-
sential to the underlying study of the poem.
There are also many other facts, a knowledge
of which will add interest to the study, but
this knowledge is not essential to the under-
standing of the main thought of the narrative.
Among these facts are the manner in which
the rider was dressed, the sort of saddle and
bridle on his horse, the location of the British
camp in Boston, the difference in equipment
of the American and British forces, and so on.
The teacher should enter into details as far
as the time devoted to the study and the
ability of the class to understand them will
make it profitable to do so. Many of the
facts can be discovered by the pupils them-
selves, but the teacher should be able to nar-
rate them in a vivacious and interesting man-
ner. The study of these features should not,
however, be allowed to overshadow the
thought and beauty of the poem. Neither
should all these fa<3ts be presented at once.
After the general introduction, in which the
leading historical and geographical facts are
brought out, the others should be taken up as
the study of the poem leads to them.
Recitation. 1. At the first lesson, take up
the features of the general setting, as already
explained.
2. Prepare the class for reading the first
division, lines 1-23, at the next recitation.
This preparation should consist of directions
for studying this part of the poem. Give at-
tention -to words whose meaning the pupils
may need to look up. If they have no means
of ascertaining the meaning, give it to them
at once. Give special attention to passages
which will require careful study, such as that
referring to the phantom ship, lines 20-23.

